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Rage has
such focus.
It can’t go
on forever
but it’s
invigorating

sympathetic lighting by Robert Elliot who took
ages getting it like that. Most of the photos we
get are not like this. If I could I’d like to reserve
the rear cover for portraits, photos without the
clutter of a busy background, the intrusion of a
careless shadow or the vagueness of a tiny file
size. Then we can appreciate your loved one in
her then apparent glory.

Front and rear covers
Our main picture on the front for this issue is the
irrepressible Mike Rowe and his trans
continental Dnepr. It’s captioned “At the
German / Polish border, waiting for Tony and
Marcus, in their camper van.” Find out all about
the adventure on page 18.

Anything under 250kb is too small really.
Modern emails can handle bigger attachments
these days. Take some nice photos of her for us.

“To vent one’s spleen” means “to express one’s
anger,” usually in forceful terms and/or at top
volume. “Venting one’s spleen” differs from
“spilling one’s guts,” which means simply “to
divulge a secret, to tell the whole truth” or “to
confess.” The all knowing internet continues…..

Jason Andrews nearly did. His wonderful fake
BMW is a re-enactor’s delight and it’s on the
inside rear cover to get more than one shot of it
in. I asked but all we have is its beauty to look
at. I can’t tell you anything at all!

“The spleen is, of course, one of those brave
little organs nestled in the human midsection
(just east of the stomach, in this case),
performing those thankless tasks we don’t notice
until something goes wrong. Its job is to act as a
sort of filter for the blood, but in medieval times,
when each bodily organ was thought to be the
home of one emotion or another, the spleen was
regarded as the seat of melancholy. There was
apparently a brief period later on when the
spleen was suspected, improbably, of supplying
humour and good cheer, but by the late 16th
century it was decided that the spleen was the
source of rage and ill temper. Thus “spleen” has
for several centuries been a metaphor for anger
and resentment.”

Reasons to be cheerful
Phil and Gina are on holiday somewhere on
some other brand of motorcycle and our usual
new members list is probably stuck in a file back
in Rutland. You know who you are so if you feel
like writing to introduce yourself, accompanied
by a nice photo, we’d be very pleased to hear
from you.

Politburo
President &Technical Advisor Peter Ballard:
01225 891634. pjb.barnend@icdonline.co.uk
General Secretary: Tony Jones: 01942
605949/07504 700522
cossack@blueyonder.co.uk
Treasurer: Phil Inman: 01780 720420
coc.treasurer@mail.com
Membership Secretary Gina Inman 01780
720420
membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Show Organiser: Carl Booth: 01253 720327
comradecarl@mail.com
Webmaster: Dave Cox: 01794 884492
info@russianmotorcycles.co.uk
Regalia: Phil & Gina Inman 01780 720420
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Magazine editor Paul Codling 01508 520890
paulcodling@mail.com
Facebook because everyone does it, don’t
they?
www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub

Owning a Russian motorcycle has never been
anything but a path to blissful serenity of course
and the views expressed by our contributors this
issue are about something else. There’s art in
writing and the joy in such blatant cynicism is
sometimes hard to resist. Is “having a go” a
form of sport? Our quote suggests it is.
It’s from Siri Hustvedts who’s works I can tell you
“repeatedly pose questions about the nature of
identity, selfhood and perception. Her characters
often suffer traumatic events that disrupt the
rhythms of their lives and lead to disorientation
and a discontinuity of their identities.” She’s
never owned a Russian motorcycle I would
think.
On the subject of Serenity, capital lettered
because this time it’s a proper noun, featured on
the rear cover is a motorcycle called just that.
The reason for this is because the portrait has
been composed with a neutral background and

This magazine was printed beautifully in Leeds by Thistle Print
Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court. 01132040600 www.thistleprint.co.uk
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Forthcoming Events
The Iron Curtain Vehicle Rally is based at Foxfield Railway, Caverswall Road Station, Blyth
Bridge, Stoke On Trent, ST11 9BG. Free camping and caravan space is available from midday
Friday 7th July on the field alongside the station. Lavatories and shower will be open throughout.
Evening meals are available in local pubs, restaurants and takeaways. Sunday breakfast will be
served in the station buffet.
Saturday 8th July Cold War Classics head out on a leisurely road cruise through the wonderful
scenery and historic towns and villages of the fabulous Staffordshire moorlands and into the Peak
District National Park. The relaxed schedule will include several stops for regrouping, sight seeing
and refreshments. Detailed route maps will be provided. For those staying over, the celebrated bar
at the Foxfield Railway will be open into the evening to round off the day.
Sunday 9th July the vehicles will be displayed on the station forecourt. There’ll be plenty of time to
meet up with colleagues and the visiting public and enjoy the steam rides on the historic Foxfield
Railway. More details are available from Richard Hemington, 24 Recreation Road, Colchester,
Essex, CO1 2HE and at events@ifaclub.co.uk or on 01206 792360 or 07736 962572.
MZRC Release the beast Rally is at The Farm House, Talybont on Usk, Powys LD3 7YJ on 2123rd July. Sandy Morgan knows about this on 07929 955221.
Ace Café Polish Bike Day and Eastern Block Vehicle Day are at Ace Corner, North Circular
Road, Stonebridge, London NW10 7UD on 18th June and 22nd October. To find out more ring the
Ace Café on 020 8961 1000.
Red October returns to the Millennium Place directly in front of Coventry Transport Museum
on 10th October. This celebration of Eastern Bloc motoring, more than 25 years after the end of the
cold war brings together some of the unique vehicles from those regimes on the other side of the
wall. All vehicles designed or built in the cold war period are welcome. Just turn up, there’s no prior
booking or fee for taking part. Entry to the Coventry Transport Museum is FREE. www.transportmuseum.co The hyphen is important, you need it.
Vehicles may be displayed from 10am-4pm. Access to Millennium Place is from Coventry ring road,
junction 1, CV1 1JR. This is another IFA Club event and Richard Hemington is the man to see at
the same contact details as the Iron Curtain Rally above.
The Llangollen Motorcycle Festival looks
dreadfully boring, don’t go there, go to
Donnington instead. In case you don’t
know the CMRC bash is a real live, proper
race meeting with a classic bike show as
well. There won’t be a better opportunity
to fill your boots with a “classic” atmosphere than this one, except Glorious Goodwood of course.
Comrade Carl’s Classic COC Shows still left to enjoy are the CRMC Classic Festival weekend
at Donnington Park Race Circuit on 4-6th August and the Motorcycle Mechanics Show at Stafford
County Showground. To find out more email Comrade Carl at comradecarl@mail.com
There’s been a little confusion recently, caused by the shambolic editorial filing system, over Carl’s
email address. It is comradeacarl@mail.com, OK?
Wardley Hill. Chris Smith has booked “ a couple” of pitches at Wardley Hill campsite in
South Norfolk for the weekend of 4-6th August. The campsite is basic but very quiet, check out
www.wardleyhillcampsite.com Your editor and Lovely Hazel stayed here last year but unfortunately
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Chris’ date clashes with racing at Donnington, otherwise we’d join him. You are all welcome to.
The address is Wardley Hill Campsite, Kirby Cane, Norfolk, NR35 2PQ and the phone number is
077333 06543
2017 Cossack Owner’s Club AGM This is at Wing Hall again and is doubly important this
year because there’s likely to be a vote on whether or not to continue with future AGMs. If the
meeting decides to abandon meetings, future meetings are going to be very difficult to organise. As
usual this is a camping weekend in a lovely setting. We always point out that the AGM is the best
possible time and place to actually find out how your club works. Want to save it? Go to Wing Hall,
Wing Hill, Oakham, LE15 8RQ 01572 737090 on 11-13th August.
We suggest you prebook if you want to camp by using www.winghall.co.uk because most people do
and the staff seem surprised if you just turn up unannounced.
There will be a ride out, organised by Gina, so you’d better behave, and the AGM itself will be held
at 10am on Saturday 12th in the COC marquee with the ride out in the afternoon.
Fenman Bike Show This takes place in the little village of Wimbotsham near Downham
Market in West Norfolk on August bank holiday Monday. There’s no particular address because it
takes place in the entire village. Our man in black Fr Alan Davies is on the committee and invites
anyone who wants to stay over to camp in his garden if necessary. His garden is pictured on page
5 and there doesn’t seem to be an awful lot of space to camp in but he’ll have tidied up by then.
Email this magazine at paulcodling@mail.com if you want to do that and I’ll let him know. He says
“All two wheeled life is there” and that sums it up nicely. If ever there was a universal bike show,
this is it and what turns up is as much fun as what’s in it.
National Rally of Scotland This checkpoint type rally takes place over the 9 and 10th of
September and covers checkpoints all over Scotland. The entrants can start anywhere
and there are usually five different Challenges, including two touring awards. There should be a
challenge to suit all riders.
The cost of the event is £12.00 per entrant per challenge and £32.00 for a team of three. The
completed touring paperwork must be with the final control Marshals three days before the weekend
of the event, or can be handed in at the final control on the date of the event. This is also the final
part of the Three Nations Challenge which also includes both the English and Welsh Nationals.
Those interested can make contact by sending an SAE to Colin Pate, 45 Elmwood Park, Deans,
Livingston, EH54 8SP or e-mail colinbpate@yahoo.co.uk
The Second European Meeting Ural France will be held this year at St Nectair from
22th to 24th of September 2017. Ural France hope to get same success as last time in 2015. Ural
France organize this big event every two years. All weekend details program are online here :http://
www.ural-france.com Regards, Bruno, Association Ural France.

St Nectaire is in the Parc National Regional Des Volcans D’Auverngne just south west of Clermont
Ferrands. I drove through the area a few months ago and the mountains were snow capped and
spectacular. Bruno has been economical with his contact details but I’ll see what I can find out
about Association Ural France, they sound like a fun bunch of people. This date is pencilled in on
the editorial calendar. Check out the website. It’s all in French of course but there’s some lovely
pictures to look at and videos to watch.
Someone tried to ring me about whether I was going or not and at present it’s too early to tell. I
know he’s already booked his ferry. I’m constantly in and out of my email account but very rarely
use the phone. As a rough guide, if you want to contact your magazine editor, emailing is the best
way to do it. All sorts of people do stuff to the phone and leaving a message on it is fraught with
pitfalls!
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bit too quick and the little bike did a complete
backwards flip. At least on that occasion I had a
nice soft landing. (Was she OK?)

Fr Alan Davies
I have spent the last couple of months knee
deep in MZs, after seeing some nice ones at the
Red Star Rally. I thought it would be nice to
have an MZ again, then remembered that
another club member had two really well
decomposed ones in one of his sheds. So a
swap with a sidecar body I wasn’t using was
arranged and off we go.

I am enjoying thrashing it round Norfolk at the
moment and I think it looks quite good for an old
school, brush painted, economy rebuild. It’s all
down to the benefits of belonging to bike clubs.
For example the handlebars were a prize at the
East European Rally. Next up is a rebuilt
sidecar for the Ural, as the Velorex is not the
easiest chair to enter and exit, so it’s being
replaced by a Jupiter sidecar, easy entry, slide
the front scuttle forward, insert the babushka
and then slide it back again, no worries.
In November/December 2016
HV we pictured Chris Smith’s
Urals artistically enhanced by
Alice. The image was
captured by Veronica
Marx, a vintage
fashion photographer.
An article about his
Urals is pending but in
the mean time Chris
sent in these pictures
of them, and Alice.

Then three more turn up very cheaply as a
garage clearance, evidently MZs are a bit like
buses. Bargains like this are not so plentiful
these days, so get them while they’re available.
Prices seem to be going crazy in many places.
Did anyone see the early Planeta on Fleabay
that went for £900 recently? It was so rotten that
I doubt much more than the frame and basic
castings would be reusable, and I’m not even
sure I would trust the frame.

Veronica’s website is
www.vastudio.co.uk if
you fancy a little retro
photo art or would like
her to point her
camera at you!

I restored the little 150 first as I have fond
memories of the TS150 from when I had one as
a general runabout in the early 70s. In spite of
being a young nutter at he time I did a lot of
miles on it and never managed to break down.
MZs handle like they’re on rails and I only came
off it once when I set off up a very steep hill with
a fat friend on the back. I dropped the cluch a

She
specialises
in pinup
and
rockabilly
apparently.
It’s only a
short step
from there
to dressing
Alice up in
a head
scarf and
overalls
and giving
her a ton of
firewood to
carry.
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Alice

pressure, and left over night. I manage to get the
top tube sorted, with a big hammer, and then
reweld it with my trusty old arc welder.

Three Little Minsks
Here’s part two of Tim’s triple Minsk restoration.
We’ve been calling him Tim Machin having
assumed he was married to Alison, who’s
surname is Machin. He is but his name is in fact
Entwistle. “Assumption is the mother of all cock
ups.” of course, but fortunately this is only a
small one. Sorry about that, take it away Tim
Entwistle…...
So where was I? Oh aye, the Green One. The
bike appears to have only 400kms from new,
and has its ignition key, but its in right state of
damage and neglect. So I strip the bike
completely, and sure enough the frame and
forks are bent. I'm able to bash the tinware
panels into shape. No plastics here, even though
its a 1994 bike!

After a bit more head scratching, I bite the bullet,
and cut both side gusset plates off completely at
their welds. I also cut one of the two front down
tubes away from where it joins the headstock.
Then everything suddenly becomes really
simple. An easy twist of a metal bar through the
headstock, and it lines up perfectly. I then use a
bottle jack to push the detached down tube into
place, and then welded it all back together, and
the whole plot appears to be dead straight. The
centre of the brush shaft sits right on the centre
line of my jig/plywood board. I'm now glad
nobody would have a go at the frame, as I learnt
loads and it cost me nothing, only time.

A local bike engineer straightens the fork tubes
in a press, charging £60. He remarks how soft
the metal is, and the fact that it is bare steel, not
even a whiff of chrome!
I ask around about getting the frame
straightened, but draw a blank. Nobody is
prepared to do it, so I end up with no option but
to have a go myself. Pushed in side rail is easy
to straighten, by laying frame on side, placing a
piece of heavy steel along the good side, and
then using a trolley jack to push the bad side
straight. Easy peazy , lemon squeezy.

The wheel hubs were well scabby, and hard to
get at to clean. Also the rims weren't that great
either, and I noticed nearly all the spokes were
loose! Again, just like the blooming frame, I
messed about a bit before finally realising i
needed to do the job properly. Measured the
offset on both wheels, and then stripped them.
All the spokes came apart dead easy. They only
had a bit of light surface rust on them, so I wire
brushed them all, and the nipples, screwed on
the nipples to cover the threads, and sprayed
them all with clear laquer to give them some
future protection. Terry at Mallusk Blasting and
Coatings blasted both rims and brake plates,
primed them, and finished them in a real nice

As for a jig, I lay the 6 x 4 plywood base of my
trailer on the ground, and mark a centre line with
a sharpy pen. Place the stripped frame on the
line so it is level and dead centre, and then put a
brush shaft down through the headstock, to see
just how far the frame is twisted. Not a pretty
site! The top tube has been kinked upwards and
I end up cutting it. Then me and my mate
Geordie try to twist the headstock straight with a
long metal bar and the frame held in a vice. We
get fkn nowhere! Even with it rigged up under
6

2pac silver, for £30 the lot!

cover out of my new
fabric for ......£4
WTF! Fitting it neatly
was easy enough.

The best bit of the whole project happened next.
My mate Barry, taught me how to lace the
wheels back together. A really enjoyable couple
of hours. Barry did one wheel with me watching,
then I did the other with him watching. That night
I wrote out four A4 sheets of notes on what I'd
picked up from him, so another skill on the way
to being learnt, but certainly a long way from
being mastered! I enjoyed the experience so
much, I have since bought a wheel building jig,
( I was going to make one, but it was £33
including postage, and is
a great job).

The petrol tank still
had fuel in it, and it absolutely stank, but not
your normal petrol smell! I drained it all out then
put some clean petrol in along with a couple of
lengths of rusty old chain. Then it became a
giant cocktail shaker! Chain retrieved, then
washed out with more petrol until only clean
petrol came out. The tank, side panels, tailpiece
and front mudguard went to Terry's, once I'd
beaten the hell out of them, and he blasted it all
to bare metal and primed for .......£20! Its all still
in primer, as my good lady, Alison is sanding
and filling it before it goes back to Terry for 2pac
top coat.

So, back to Terry at
Mallusk. He did my now
straightened frame for
£60. That's blasted back
to bear metal, top quality
primer, and semi gloss
2pac too coat. He also
did the same to the
swing arm, handlebars, fork bottoms, grab
handle, headlamp and rim, headlamp brackets,
rear brake pedal, and rear brake torque arm
for .....£20 WTF!

The bike has thick heavy black plastic back
under guards over the rear wheel, and one of
these had a big tear. A cheap and easy repair
was to use a big cricket bat soldering iron to
plastic weld the tear. Ugly, but did the job.
What about the carb? Its a K65 and I have never
seen a carb so bunged up solid with rotten petrol
residue. It was a complete bastard to clean, as
was the petrol tap. The current state of the
Green One, is that it's now a full rolling chassis
but now awaits me rebuilding the engine.

(Terry, I'm sure, won’t mind me telling you about
a bit of a cock up with the swinging arm. As per
normal, I blocked everything off with bolts and
washers to protect them from blast media. Only
Terry didn't realise the rubber swing arm bushes
were still in place, and he initially stripped the
paint by putting the swing arm in his waste oil
burner. Oh dear, the rubber bushes didn't like
this at all! And are now no more! Though he is
getting a pair made in phosphor bronze for me).

The Bike Show. To give me something to
aim for, I'd decided the stick the Red One and
the Beige One in a small annual bike show and
autojumble in early January in the Queens Hall
in Newtownards. Nothing like a bit of pressure,
as i also decided I wanted to display the recently
purchased Green One, as well, even just as a
rolling chassis. Slight problem with that though,
as, as mentioned previously, the swing arm no
longer had any bushes. So I cut two pieces off
the end of a brush shaft, banged them into
place, and then drilled them to take the spindle.

Although the Regent is
1994, the seat base is still
pressed steel, with the
cover held in place by
punched out steel tangs.
Of course, the cover was
ripped. So here's my
cheap fix. I ordered a
metre of seat vinyl off
eBay, £7. Then took the
old torn cover, which was
stitched together out of
three separate pieces, to
a local woman who does
clothing alterations. She
used this as a pattern, and made me a new
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My big problem was
that I'd stripped the
first two’s engines,
and had Terry paint
the crankcases and
side casings in silver.
£20 for each engine,
and I'd had the barrels
and heads vapour
blasted at £30 each by
Leslie at East Antrim
Vapour Blasting. But
none of my parts from
Romania arrived on
time! So the day before the show, I was flat out
trying to assemble everything, and put the
engines in the
bikes, even
though they
had no
internals! And
finish off the
rolling chassis
of the Green
One. I think I
was in the
shed until 2am
on the couple
of nights
before. Of
course, my
order from
Romania arrived literally as I was loading up the
three bikes to take to the show!
I typed up some laminated information sheets
explaining about the three Minsks, and Neval
and Cossack in general, and a copy of the
Belarusian flag, ( there is nothing worse than
looking at bikes in a show, and there's no
information to tell you what you're looking at!
IMHO). The show is only very small, and my
wee display of Minsks attracted a lot of attention,
as something a bit different. Even won a trophy
for Best European!

Sometimes I chop bits of background off a
picture or two to make them fit the available
space but all these are left intact to show how
(apparently) most of the oily engineering seems
to have taken place in Tim Entwistle’s shed,
where the environmentally sensitive shiny stuff
seems to
have taken
place in
Alison
Machin’s
kitchen. Just
kidding folks!
I’m sure the
division of
labour and
demarcation
within their marriage is perfectly harmonious.
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On the subject of flimsy
Minsk frames, the
editorial Minsk scraped
through its last MOT with an advisory note about
a little play in the steering head. I thought I’d
adjusted that and it was fine when I left home.
Some time later it had developed and
investigation revealed ………….

it was beautiful but he’s had loads of fun since
then.

Oh Dear!

The two into
one exhaust
we already
know about
and the
remarkable
wrong side
kickstart too.

This is the lower
steering head
bearing retaining
cup which seems
to have been
simply pushed in
the frame without
being welded.
Was it supposed to have been? Tim’s don’t look
like his were. Oh well, what do we expect for the
money eh? This looks like a Loctite job!

The hydraulic
front drum brake looked good and the leading
link forks, copied from a set loaned by Phil
Rushworth were a work of art. Not everything
performed as planned and the sidecar caused
some trouble.

Dent, in Yorkshire
At the
ends of the
rally
season our
Northern
contingent
do Dent
where the
weather
keeps us
Southern
softies
making excuses indoors. However it’s a
spectacular place for a weekend out and this is a
snapshot of April this year.

A weld broke allowing the sidecar wheel spindle
to escape necessitating a repair using the
campsite arc welder. It was easy to access, the
mudguard having fallen off on the way to the
site.

It was lovely as always to see Mark Avis, regular
contributor to HV and a man unintimidated by
the word “engineering”. I featured his Ural on
the front cover of my first attempt at editing when

Misfortune is the funnest thing ever at rallies and
everyone gathered round to enjoy Mark’s,
providing him with a wealth of suggestions as to
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what to do, as if a man with a toolkit like his
would need that!

At the base of the previous page is Paul
Greensmith arriving at Conder Farm. He had a
lovely time. The misfortune was Matt
Woodward’s. The two of them live close to each
other and often ride to rallies together, which
was intended this time but Matt didn’t make it.
Paul said he heard an awful hammering noise as
they rode under a bridge over the M6 and looked
round to see Matt slowing down. At the time of
writing we don’t know what happened, but it
sounded expensive!

Mark said later
“Nice to see
you at Dent, a
long journey
for you, I
imagine. Hope
you got back
OK - I made it
back from
Dent, but only
by taking the
sidecar off at
Ingleton. I left
it in
someone's
yard who had
a tank and
(anti-aircraft?)
gun there, it
seemed
unlikely they would complain about the presence
of a sidecar in such company.”

Mike Sweeny
and his MT9
have been
together for
35 years. He
heard an
awful
hammering
noise too,
shortly after
he’d replaced
his crankshaft. It had broken in two as they
sometimes do so he put the old one back and all
was well. Note Amal Mk1 Concentric carbs and
also a two into one pipe.

On the subject of misfortune……………
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with a large yellow M emblazoned on it and
always the water bottles. This is not accidental
littering but a nation of halfwits habitually
jettisoning their crap thinking that someone else
will take care of it. I particularly abhor the tossers
who not only chuck out fag packets cellophane
and silver paper but also think bloody hell, this
ashtray is a bit full I'll just empty it in this layby.
I am fortunate in living where I do , from my
house 10 minutes walk gets me to nice
countryside. An hours drive gets me to the
Yorkshire dales, an area of outstanding beauty
which has been my playground since my late
teens. But the tossers are here also, discarded
nappies thrown out of car windows and all the
other crap mentioned earlier.

Bynnzi was there too on the very same MZ
combo which endured the Elephant Rally. For
those of you who don’t know, this is what he
looks like.

I recently set off to a meeting in Dent Cumbria, I
was on my bike and looking forward to a run of
about 60 miles through gods own county.
The first 20 miles are fairly crap, having to
negotiate the northern powerhouse that is
Keighley. But then it improves drastically. From
Keighley to Skipton, then onwards to Kettlewell
followed by one of my favorite highish passes
over to Hawes. Lovely motor biking country,
single track roads with passing places
(accumulated crap) and loads of twisty
splendidness.

Bynnzi
Just had a walk in the
woods with Sid
Twiginbotham our
bearded collie, lovely
riverside walk with
water cascading over
small rapids carrying a cargo of forlorn water
bottles and cans. Spring sun glistening off
innumerable baggies of dog eggs hung in trees
like noxious decorations.

I stopped at the highest point to breath deeply of
the invigorating freshness and to admire the
view, and it is a very splendid view, but on this
occasion it was marred by an abandoned
mattress and a fridge!

A cursory glance around revealing sweety
wrappers, crisp packets, discarded johnies and
more bottles and turd bombs hiding in the
undergrowth. Why are people such arse holes?
Slovenly bastards, going for a nice walk in
pleasant country side and just casting off litter
like dandruff.

From this point there is a good downhill section
which brings you to the hamlet of Gayle where
there is a choice of negotiating a ford through
the river (not recommended on a solo, as it is a
bit slippy) but a hoot on an outfit) or just
following the road, both courses take you to
Hawes.
Just outside Hawes is cheese heaven, the
Wensleydale creamery. Always visit when
hungry. I am permanently thus so it was an ideal
stop for a brew.

This is a suburb of Bradford so a bit of litter is to
be anticipated, but this is more than a bit. And
why is it ok to empty a dog and then bag the
product and hang it in a tree to be viewed by all
for many years. What is wrong with taking the
doggy hand warmer away and putting it in a bin?
The effort has been made to bend over and do
the right thing, just follow through and carry the
crap elsewhere. Personally whilst Sid's product
does mostly get bagged, I am of the kick or flick
persuasion and move the turds out of harms way
to degrade naturally within a couple of weeks.

This place is wonderful, it has a (free) cheese
tasting room where it is customary to join a line
of coffin dodgers and shuffle round filling your
face with small cubes of cheese, with a view to
procuring a larger cube to take home. It has
been known for me to exchange coats with a

But the problem is not just in the burbs, walk up
any hill or along any river in the country and the
crap is there. There is generally some packaging
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odd item of jetsam back with me to dispose of
correctly (I draw the line at doggy bags) but why
should I? What is so hard about taking your
shite home and putting it in a bin? It was carried
there in the first place and presumably it was
heavier then! Other than the mattresses washing
machines and fridges.
Who thinks lets go to a picturesque beauty spot,
breath the fresh air and offload this old shite?
Personally my first leaning would be to go to the
tip and follow it up with a pleasant drive.
I drive a large van, and used to complain that I
couldn't go to the local tip in it. If I was that way
out I would go anyway, just for the argument. But
I recently called at the dump and spoke to a very
nice man who issued me with a permit to take
domestic waste. This is broken down into
categories on the back of the docket, and
amongst other things I am allowed to take 3
mattresses and 2 washers/ fridges before they
get snotty with me! Why then drive into unspoilt
wonderfullness and spoil the wonder for
everybody else? The tip must be nearer.
There is no excuse! If it was up to me, all fly
tippers vehicles should be crushed and their
gardens used as landfill sites for a couple of
weeks. And all litter louts should have their
discarded crap inserted
sideways into the smallest
orifice possible about their
person. I know I am going on,
but it pisses me off. I leave the
final comments to Sid. Grrrrr!

similar cheese enthusiast and go round again.
We call ourselves the truckle brothers.
From Hawes I head towards Sedburgh, on quite
a fast road with many signs warning about the
dangers of being overzealous whilst riding a
motorbike. Until at Garsdale, just past the
Moorcock Inn (fnar fnar) single track twisty pass
to Hawes, for some reason this road is called the
coal road. Another road with astounding views,
and on this occasion another lovely road with a
mattress!
Is this just thoughtful people leaving mattresses
in places to make it more comfortable in the
event that you fall off your bike at this precise
location, or further confirmation that our island is
getting populated with tossers who don't give a
shit about anyone else?

From here it is a short ride down past Dent
station (the highest mainline station in England,
and also 4 miles distant from the village it
serves) to Dent village. Dent itself is a picture
perfect village with a cobbled main street, 2
campsites two pubs and a brewery. Well worth a
visit, which I do regularly, the Sun Inn being a
personal favourite. Tent up, and adjourn to the
Sun to meet my chums and regale to them my
tale of scruffy bastards and countryside violated.

And referring to the last issue’s featuring of the
commercially voracious Zongshen Corporation
and the lack of info on its future plans……….
It seems that the answer to the question about
the Minsk is Huddersfield. Ernshaws
Motorcycles are importing these bikes and
badgering them up as Honley. Keep trying for a
road test, but the demonstrator is always out
with a journo. May need to change my job title!

Sorry to go on so, is it just me, is it my age? I
think not. Why are people so careless? When I
wore short pants my mother taught me that it
was wrong to litter, rude to point and that I
should eat with my mouth shut. I have followed
these basic instructions ever since. Sadly a brief
look around in any town (not just Keighley)
reveals a community full of slack jawed, gum
chewing, shell suited, litter strewing halfwits,
generally pushing a pram occupied by a child
not much younger than they are, with pierced
ears wearing a baseball hat and called Lambrini
(they can't spell Chardonnay). I have been
known to chase a dropped bus ticket down the
road. When out for a walk I generally bring some
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still knocked - and as well the torque it had, was
nowhere to be found. It became useless. I cried
that night.

How fast !!! Part two
The May/June 2016 issue of Horizontal View
featured an article by Mark Broadhurst on
making Torgeir Båtnes’ IZH 49 get up and go. I
met Mark at Stafford last April and asked him
how Torgeir was getting on with it and ended up
talking to Torgeir himself. Here he is…………..

The idea that the knocking was caused by
severe piston slap dawned on me some weeks
after this, when I had lifted the cylinder off,
and fiddled with the piston inside the cylinder
with the piston rings off. It surely moved around
a bit. I got hold of a cylinder indicator, and
measured/calculated the cylinder/piston
clearance to be in the range between 0,14 to
0,18mm!! It was in fact conical. It was ordered
from the machine shop to have 0,10mm
clearance, but that seemed to have been of no
importance to them. I am not using this machine
shop again. Complaining was of no use, as the
machine shop had some doubts about this job in
the first place, as they were only used to smaller
bore stuff. "see, we told you so..."
Knowing I had to get another expensive
Wössner piston to do another rebore of the
cylinder, and probably send the cylinder to Mark
for repairing the damage done to the exhaust
ports if possible, I got hold of another cylinder
instead. Sent it to Mark, and the story about
it was on FB. (Facebook)

The port job and reed conversion made last year
by Mark really worked a wonder on this engine.
The useable rpm range was from idle all the way
up to max rpm, it pulled like a tractor
everywhere. The problem I had last summer
was, as Mark wrote in his FB post, all piston
slap.

This time it will have the correct cylinder/piston
clearance, and no piston slap. The timing has
not been altered from the original Planeta 4,
18bhp cylinder set up. Reed with two boost ports
have been added, the other ports enlarged and
flowed, compression raised and combustion
chamber shape perfected. It will have the
Planeta 4 exhaust cans I got, so no restrictive
fishtails anymore.

I mistook the noise for ignition knocking/pinking,
as it worsened under load with warm engine choke made it knock less. Tried later ignition
setting, colder spark plugs, richer jets...
everything seemed to help a little bit, but not
enough. It still sounded like a diesel engine
under load. The theory discussed between Mark
and me, thinking it was a knock/detonation
problem, was that the exhaust scavenging
wasn't effective enough for the improved
charging/reed/boost ports layout, leaving
exhaust/hot gases in the cylinder for the next
charge to pre-ignite on.

Carburettor is a two stroke set up Amal
Concentric 32mm, instead of the Russian 32mm
flat slide thing. Jetting is on the rich side after the
de-knocking attempts, but it was running good
with out any hesitation or blubbering - seems like
the Planeta cylinder can eat almost all it's fed.
How much this will increase the bhp from the
original 18 I do not know, but I hope to get
somewhere between 22-25bhp out of it.
And last years testing (before the torque-killing
exhaust port modification done by myself) surely
gave me the impression that cannot be far off.
Going up a 5% incline in 4th gear, with initial
speed around 50-55mph, it accelerated strongly
to 60-65mph in just a matter of seconds. All
while sounding like a diesel engine...

I firstly got rid of the DKW-ish fishtail cans, which
was designed for 11bhp, believing them to be
too restrictive, and replaced them with 80's
Planeta cans designed for 20bhp. It then made a
little bit less knocking noises perhaps, but still it
was there. Then we discussed about trying to lift
the exhaust ports a couple of mm's, to see if
earlier exhaust scavenging would help it. I
removed 3mm of the upper edge, tested it - it
13

I will keep you informed about how it goes with
the new cylinder.

cast iron and are
interchangeable.
I checked all 3 of
our own boring
bars and none
would go the full
way through so
had to go and
find my old
machine shop
that I’ve not
used since 1983!
So more tuning to suit the reed conversion, both
twin exhaust ports were altered and flowed,
transfers were squared off as they are nearly
round! 2 boost ports were cut above the inlet
port which was also flowed and matched to the
Reed manifold done last year. Some welding
was required on the removable transfer caps as
they leak from new! Once all that was done the 3
parts was polished in our restoration machine so
it came out looking like chrome! Finally the
cylinder could be fitted to a turned down mandrill
machined up in the lathe to true off the top and
bottom to suit the bore and now everything is
straight.

Here’s
Mark’s
description
of the
clamber up
the learning
curve……
Another IZH
Russian
350cc 2
stroke tuned.
I tuned one of these last year for my good
Norwegian customer, here’s another for him to
replace last year’s. These take ages to do they
are so heavy, the thing is massive. Even the
crank weighs a mere 7 kilos!
Last years version didn’t run so well and always
had a knocking noise! Most of lasts year’s
running ended up been lots of emails to try and
sort the issues!
I'd spent ages doing the tuning and converting to
reed valve and making the manifold. My
customer did the drawings for the piston and got
Wossner to make the one off. As it turned out it
was rebored in Norway and the machinists didn’t
have a boring bar that was long enough to do a
straight rebore so they turned it around and
honed it to match!!!! Not the best way to do a
rebore! As the piston to bore clearance ended
up massive and the problem was piston slap all
along!
That’s why I’ve had this to do again. As it was a
low mileage bike because of the piston slap we
reused the piston again.

Not forgetting the head! Mounted on another
mandril in the lathe to machine it to suit the
dome of the piston and afterwards the
compression ratio was tested to suit the tune.
Again lots and lots of hours on another one off 2
stroke tune, this is cylinder tune 1929!!

Here you can see a new IZH cylinder and head,
this is a later model to the original which was
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tractor from just above idle, with no splutter or
hesitation, it can hold itself and accelerate
relatively smooth in 4. from as low as 25 mph,
given you're easy on the throttle opening at first,
and open it up gradually. In 30 mph speed zones
I can run all day in 4, even in some of the not so
steep hills. In 35-40 limits it's fast even when left
in 4. I have not tested for "top speed" yet, due to
running in, but it should be in the region of 7075mph, limited by it's low revving character.
Maybe with the Planeta 4 pipes it would rev
more, but I am not aiming for 80-85mph, I am
aiming for the ability to cruise everywhere in 60
mph. And it seems it will. I like it.

How does it go this time then Torgeir?
The mystery of why the new Planeta 4 silencers
didn’t work could have been a quality issue.

The IZH is running
good now, have done
about 200 miles run in
yet, and have had it
to full throttle at
occasions. The
Planeta 4 exhaust
cans go in the bin,
utter rubbish. They
ruined all the rpm
ranges except top...
put on the old
fishtails, and it pulls
like a train once again. Funny... you would
believe that pipes manufactured to suit a 18 bhp
Planeta 4 cylinder would do the job on a slightly
tuned cylinder, but they didn't. Instead the
antique, 11 bhp IZH49 cans are coping nice with
the stronger flowing cylinder. Difficult to say
anything about power, but a flat out burst in
4.gear up a 4-5% incline made it to 60mph with
ease. Possibly it could hold 65 mph in that hill,
with a heavy set bloke like me on it (120kgs).
The bike is also heavy (155kgs) with it's pillion
seat and steel panniers fitted. It pulls like a

I have bought parts from sources in Estonia,
Bulgaria and Ukraine to get old, NOS items as
far as possible. The cylinder is a NOS from the
70's, also much of the gearbox and clutch
assembly are NOS. The new parts made in the
Far East are not worth the scrap weight. Clutch
baskets with cracks, pistons that are oval the
wrong way around and seize instantly, shift forks
cast in mud, primary chains with variable pitch...
I have difficulties to believe the amount of
useless parts for the IZH I have bought... I got a
shed full of it!
I got the fishtails from a guy making replica
exhausts in Poland, but they sounded terrible,
like shaking a tin can with marbles inside. So
I got some old 50's, rusty IZH-49 fishtails from
Estonia to get the inside bits. I had to weld them
here and there, make a "baffle cup" with
oval holes instead of the flat baffle plate used in
the replicas. So the sound is nearly identical to a
50's IZH, or a 40's DKW - purring along with a
15

deep exhaust note when riding, not the noisy tin
can noise that the replicas made. And that
this works well power wise was just a bonus.

Stafford in April
Comrade Carl did his thing again at the April
Classic Show. Here’s what he thought of
it…………...
By the time you’re reading this we will have had
our first show of the season and what a glorious
weekend it was with blue skies, sunshine and
great company. We had our place on the
balcony but some members liked a good walk
and went to the end to locate the stand and
returned back saying they missed our bikes.
Friday was a quick set up as it’s all routine now
with bikes in place and our new sail banners
erected making us look really smart. We
returned to the camp and enjoyed a night of
food, alcohol and banter round the mark 2
fumigator supplied by our secretary Tony which
smoked as well as mine due to Matt’s wonderful
cherry wood. On Saturday it blazed like hell itself
and was to warm for some people like Matt
whose trousers were singed. Later on we were
cooking toast, my pear and blackcurrant cider
went down well especially with Bill as he never
let go of the 2L bottle.

Whoops!
If ever a
man needs
to rely on
his sense of
humour, this
man will.

There was even some sun worshipping which is
very rare at Stafford. We had a very good range
of bikes on display (we could do with more) with
3 outfits and 5 solos which over the show was of
interest to all who spoke to us. At one point I
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was asked if any were
for sale as he was after
one, sadly not. I
managed to supply my
Jupiter with its sidecar
chassis which held the
ladder and looked like a
trade unit and made
people talk (hope to do
something weird for Oct,
come and see). Tony’s
rare Dnepr Classic
turned some heads with
its special wheels and
Mike’s Riga has evolved
over time and really
stood out with it being
50cc among
the big boys.

price for outside use, so our bikes can be
covered in the event of rotten weather. The
show went well see you all at the next one,
Comrade Carl.

Matt brought
his Minsk all
in army green
with panniers.
Kris supplied
his WSK 1956
which Tony
said could be
totally done up for Oct. On the private entry
area there were a couple of 1975 WSK 175
sports in mint condition which had been brought
over from the USA. With Paul and Bills combos
of different
contrasts to
each other
and our
editors Ural/
Dnepr/Bmw I
think we did
well to
promote the
club to the
wider public.
Phil and Gina minded the regalia stall as usual
and tried camping again. The Donnington show
was talked about and with changes being made
a decision was
reached by the
committee
members (as
there were 5 of
us) to buy a new
large gazebo
with sides in red
that was on
special show

Pictured below left are Lovely Hazel, Phil and
Gina, Comrade Carl and some woman selling
something, which happens a lot at Stafford.
Overleaf we have the gathering round Tony
Jones’ Mk2 Fumigator mentioned by Carl as
opposed to his Mk1 which we usually suffer. The
first picture was taken with flash so you can see
Bill Toland, Paul Greensmith, Comrade Carl, bits
of Matt Woodward and I think, Mike Stevens.
Although you can see the fire is alight the flash
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burns out the cosy atmosphere inside the
gazebo when the fumigator is in full afterburner.

the others. The September/ October issue of
Horizontal View will feature the Tony Jones
perspective but for this one, take it away
Mike……………...
Above, 900 miles done, outside the Reichstag

This is what it really looks like……………….

Berlin. My monkey Colin, looks happy!
Brandenburg
Gate, on a
dull and wet
day. But
spirits were
high!
Below left,
Entered
Ukraine !!
Success, So I
had to
remove a
question mark
but add
"and back ?"

Comrade Carl steadfastly refuses to allow
anyone to cut a hole in the top of his expensive
gazebo. This means the showers of sparks or
billowing clouds of acrid smoke from the
impregnated fence posts we burn asphyxiate us
and singe our hair alternately. This eye stinging,
lung clogging ordeal has become a regular
feature of the Stafford show social evenings
now. I’m not sure why we do it!

BIG Ukranian adventure

Kris rebuilds my
gearbox at
Piotrkow
Trybunalski,
Poland. I was
losing 3rd gear!

In the March June edition of HV Tony Jones
drummed up some support for his planned trip to
Ukraine. Everyone brave enough is home safely
now and Mike Rowe posted a day by day
account of what happened on the club Facebook
page. Not all of us watch Facebook however so
here’s the condensed Mike Rowe HV version for
those who didn’t see it elsewhere.

(A man happy to
be in his element
then!)

I know Mike made his own way home and his
adventure continued in a different direction to
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Above, Some of the beautiful Ukrainian
countryside, on a group day trip !

Right. It was
then the
scenic route
trying to follow
the river Seine
up to Rouen
and then Le
Havre for the
ferry home.

Below, Then west from Ukraine into Slovakia,
visiting my brother-in -law and his family. Hope
the lawn has recovered from the tyre marks !!

Below.
Eventually into
Paris, Traffic
not too bad,
and you can
get an
interesting
bike into
places the
police wouldn't
allow a car !!

Above. The group have now headed north back
to Poland, I have a few days with the family, and
the local police chief comes to see the historic
bike !
Above top. I will head West. Past the Tatra
mountains on my right, through the Czech
republic and Germany, and into France.
Above next. Great riding through Czech
republic, on "B" roads. Forest countryside
and villages, very beautiful.
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The IMZ Russian Ural military sidecar lower ball
joints are not quite at the same height as the
KMZ Ukrainian military sidecar ball joints with
the standard wheel and suspension units. So fit
a Ural sidecar to a Dnepr or vice-versa and the
sidecar chassis may not be level.

So UK to Ukraine? Yes you bet I did, with a lot of
help along the way, from Dan fixing my clutch in
Pottsdam, Markus getting the electronic
ignition working in Poland, Kris rebuilding the
gearbox and a man named Willi welding my
wheel in Germany on the return leg.

So I say go on a long trip, you only regret what
you don't do!! (Yeah, absolutely!!)

Sidecar wheel toe angle, this is how much
the sidecar wheel toes in over the length of the
outfit. Use bricks & string, long lengths of steel
box section/angle or a paved drive so you can
see the joins are all parallel. Over the length of
the outfit the width between the lines should be
around 20mm, so narrower at the front than the
rear to give toe-in.

Our man Mike, Bill Toland and Tony celebrate.

Bike lean.
The sidecar wheel drags the outfit to the sidecar
side. Leaning the bike away from the sidecar
counteracts this drag and can actually
compensate at a certain speed, so experiment to
set it so that it does not pull at cruising speed,
say 50 mph. Typically this is measured by how
far the bike wheel is away from vertical. So hang
a string with a small weight on the bottom over
the outside of the tyre and note the gap at the
bottom, should be around 5mm to 7.5mm, more
with a heavy sidecar.

Without their help it would have been difficult,
but not impossible, I would have had to solve the
problems myself or take more time and maybe
money to find someone who could help.

The PJB
file

Sidecar tips - yes they all do
that sir! There are some
adjustments you can make to
Soviet sidecars on Soviet
bikes, and some you wish you could but can not.

With a light sidecar, leaning the bike out a lot will
cause frequent lifting of the sidecar wheel, so in
that case add more toe-in and less lean; the
opposite is true with a heavy sidecar.
On outfits with the bike on the kerb side then you
will need less lean out as the road camber will
tend to push you towards the kerb anyway.

Chassis level viewed from front or rear.
I like to have the sidecar chassis level when the
outfit is typically laden, so maybe rider and a box
of spares. The rear lower link can be twisted to
achieve this by lifting or lowering the rear lower
corner; the rear strut from chassis to bike will
need to be temporarily disconnected to achieve
this. After this check that the sidecar viewed
from the side is pretty well level, so not tipped
forward or back, may need a compromise. NB

On two wheel drive outfits with the
differential (MB/MW750, MT12, MT16) I always
set the outfit with no lean out and no toe-in.
The amount of lead of the sidecar wheel over
the rear wheel is critical too, but can not be
changed without cutting and welding, but in our
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cases it is pretty well correct. Typically it will be
between 8 inches and 12 inches so 20cm to
30cm. The more lead there is the less toe-in and
lean out is required and the straight line stability
will be better at the expense of much tyre scrub
on slow corners.

In the editorial opinion all sidecars are horrible.
Not even Dave Angel has been able to convince
me such an impediment is a good idea. Could
someone explain please?

Track width. Typically these are around 47
inches or 120 cm on the flat twins. Much more
than this will result in a lot of drag. I ran a greenlane Ural outfit at 36inches and it was very tippy,
then I ran 39inches on a green-lane 650cc
Kawasaki and that was light but manageable.

After long email discussions with HMRC I have
rewritten the advice on how to import and
register a Soviet motorcycle. HMRC had not
thought it through on various issues they did not
think would occur.

More on registering old Russians. (Red tape!)

1. They could not appreciate that bikes came
into the county without being declared at the
border - like in the back of a white van through
the tunnel 'nothing to declare'.

The lighter IZH sidecars once fitted to Jupiters
and Planetas, now marketed as Sputnik in USA,
can be bolted onto the Ural or Dnepr bikes. They
are a lot lighter, indeed as the Jawa sidecars
are, but beware the sidecar axles on the
sidecars meant for the 350cc bikes are smaller
diameter and so not as tough as those for the
650cc and 750cc bikes.

2. They have not considered what sources of
documentary proof they will now require to date
a bike when the bike was made outside EU,
factory records do not exist and there are not UK
records.

The trail of the motorcycle front forks is also
important but can not be changed easily, but for
reference as standard the Urals and Dneprs
have around 4 inches which is short for a solo
but long for an outfit; this is a subject all in itself.
http://simplysidecars.co.uk/fittingguide.html is
very good and really worth a read!

3. They issue NOVA approvals with a request for
proof of a year of manufacture, but do not know
if a NOVA with no date will be accepted by
DVLA.
So here is the updated advice sheet that I
believe is good.
Relating to the intention of permanently
importing Soviet or ex-Soviet (Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus) motorcycles, whether for
use on the road, competition or in a
museum:Motor vehicles that enter the UK have to be
declared to the UK Border 'Revenue and
Customs' (R&C) at the point and time of entry
by the importer through HMRC NOVA (Her
Majesty's Revenue and Customs - Notification
Of Vehicle Arrival) whether imported in the back
of a white van or a crate on a ship. Late
declaration after 14 days can result in a hefty
fine for the importer at the discretion of HMRC,
can be up to £5 per day late! A motor vehicle
that has been dismantled but is considered by
R&C able to be reassembled to represent a
motor vehicle is considered to be a motor
vehicle and is thus liable. A varied collection of
parts does not need to be declared.

I fitted a Squire (horrible) and a Jupiter sidecar
(Nice) to my Planeta Sport (no not at the same
time!), easy enough but the rear lower
connection was not as stiff as I wanted. I did
lower it too!
Happy days!
Jupiter chassis
being aimed at my
Ural as this goes
to press, probably!

If you own a motor vehicle that you know
was imported by another and you do not
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have the NOVA approval number then you
must tell HMRC on your NOVA application
who the importer was so that HMRC can
chase them. If you can not prove that it was
not you who imported the motor vehicle then
HMRC will chase you for tax if applicable. Your
receipt of the purchase will be sufficient
evidence as this will uniquely identify the vehicle
(frame number), the date transfer of ownership
took place, the seller's name & address, the
price and the purchaser's details and ideally the
date of manufacture; this is standard practice
buying any motor vehicle of course.

manufacture. Many importers and owners do
not know the year of manufacture until the COC
do the research and issue a Date Certificate.
The COC Date Certificate may well be issued
months later once the bike is restored/
recommissioned. HMRC state that they do not
have an approved list of sources for dating
obsolete Soviet or ex-Soviet motorcycles, as
they had not considered this situation.
HMRC will however issue a NOVA approval
number with a request for later proof of year of
manufacture, but even after discussions
with HMRC they themselves are unsure if
this NOVA approval is valid for DVLA to use to
issue a V5c (Registration Certificate) from a
V55/5 registration application or if the NOVA
approval will need ratification before DVLA can
use it; they had not considered this situation.
This all comes about by HMRC not thinking
about the implications of insisting on a year of
manufacture on NOVA applications. I do not
know why HMRC need to know the year of
manufacture as it does not affect the tax liability
nor amount.

Motor vehicles that entered UK before 15th
April 2013 (when NOVA was set up) do not
need NOVA approval but a NOVA application
must still be made! This is because DVLA will
not register the vehicle without a statement from
HMRC NOVA stating that they will not issue a
NOVA approval number as the importation was
before 15th April 2013.
Motor vehicles that enter the UK from
outside the EU (eg direct from Russia or
Ukraine) are liable for import duty and VAT
based on value. Valuation can be on proof of
purchase price (ie your receipt) or from
COC. HMRC will also chase up back tax from
the importer or owner possibly missed on such
Soviet motor vehicles that can be proved to have
been in the UK before 15th April 2013.

Make sure all applications are 100%
consistent; on 'HMRC NOVA', 'DVLA V55/5' &
'COC Date Certificate' with respect to year,
make and model. If there are inconsistencies
then DVLA will reject a V55/5 and be even more
pedantic on re-application! HMRC NOVA will
correct NOVA applications if the owner advises
them of genuine mistakes.

Motor vehicles that were once registered
with documentary evidence such as a
previous registration document in a country
that is now in the EU and are being imported
into the UK are not liable for import duty nor
VAT. Motor vehicles that have no evidence of
any registration in the EU but are entering the
UK from the EU will be liable for import duty and
VAT because they are deemed by HMRC to
have been imported from outside the EU but
have only come through the EU as part of their
importation route. NB this also applies to Soviet
motorcycles that were for example officially
imported into the UK by SATRA as Cossacks or
by NEVALs. If you have evidence that they once
had a UK registration then no tax liability, but if
you can not prove that they were once
registered in the UK then tax will be due. Check
with DVLA if the old number plate on the bike is
still on their database as you may be able to
reclaim it.

HMRC will treat any apparent inconsistencies
or errors on an individual basis.
I often get asked what plugs
do I recommend, 13 amp three pin?
NGK SPARK PLUGS.

The 750cc SV & 650cc OHV Urals and
Dneprs, the 125cc Minsk, the 175cc Voskhod,
the 340cc IZH Planeta Sport and the 350cc IZH
Planeta single and the Jupiter twins all use
similar spark plugs. I struggled for years with
Champions, but now only use NGK in my bikes
and cars.
Here is the coding NGK use:
B - 14mm thread size.
P - projected insulator to reduce fouling.
Number - heat range.
H - 12.7mm thread reach.
S - copper core central electrode.
Heat range. A hotter plug runs hotter and so will

NOVA are now insisting on proof of date of
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The copious carbon deposits on the piston
crown are from running rich because the BP6HS
plug which the other cylinder looked like it
wanted burned too hot. Since then I’ve modified
the head to miss the piston and all is well, if I
use a BP7HS plug!

burn off carbon and burnt oil deposits. A colder
plug will not melt if you give it some stick.

These are my recommendations. Pottering
around, lots of town work, burning a bit of oil,
slightly rich mixture - 4, general use - 5, giving it
some stick - 6 or 7. So I use and recommend
NGK BP5HS.

NGK are indeed the standard by which other
plugs are judged, a bit like Mikuni carbs.

I must say I'm a BP6HS man myself, I put those
in everything except Serenity the Ural. After
trying to get the carburation right by checking the
plug colour like you do the nonsense I
discovered was because the compression ratio
is 8.2 to 1 on the left and 8.8 on the right. So
that's BP6HS in the left and BP7HS on the right
then, because of the higher charge density. The
valve gear geometry is fine both sides so it's not
a case of a difference in the height of the barrels
or heads. I think the crankshaft isn't in the
middle, Russians eh?

Want to buy a
Dalesman outfit?
Adrian Wootton has this for sale.........
2002 Dalesman Outfit, red, MOT May 2018,
26,000km. Much admired outfit. Good overall
condition, full service every 1,000km, Datatag,
monster lock and chain, alarm, box of new
spares, recent new alternator, owned since
October 2003, car battery, has been 100%
reliable, free flowing silencers, carbs sorted, 2
new tyres, non year personal plate, TLC needed
to bring back to show standard. Always garaged
by me.
Failing health forces sale. Useless at internet so
phone only. 07824647202 £2950 firm.
He sent me a cheque to pay for his ad but I
won't cash it because he's a member and
doesn't need to pay. He says "I will be very sad
to sell "Boris" but the opportunities to ride are
getting less and less. Someone else can have
the fun and pleasure."

Just in case anyone cares you can see above
the contact between the piston and head on the
right hand cylinder. This only happens on the
right even if I swap the barrels and pistons over.

Boris presently lives in Dudley, West Midlands
and I think should be a 750 fitted with leading
link forks, but I could be wrong. Ring Adrian.

How about a Ural
North Star?

You can see
right that the
rocker is right
in the middle
of the valve,
pushing it
straight down
the guide
without
stressing it.
The horizontal
mark is where
it used to run
before I shimmed out the rocker on the spindle
to stop it overhanging the valve.

2007 07 registered, Ural 750 outfit. 745cc, black,
approx 21500 miles (subject to the odd ride!).
Very good condition, specification includes
reverse, comprehensive toolkit, locking container
(in carrier), locking jerry can (in carrier),
detachable towbar (trailer NOT included),
detachable chair screen, tonneau cover, brand
new four point chair harness. Spare keys, three
spare tyres and workshop manual included.
£4500 or very close offer considered.
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Located in North Wales. For more details please
contact Bob on 07803 282012 or
via bob.martin1626@gmail.com

Military
Parachuting
all over the
world.
I recently
bought my
Ural 650cc
Red Star
Solo via
Ebay from a
club member. The bike was not entirely as
described, after some work the bike is running
nicely now .
I fitted new K68 Carbs from Vostok Motorcycles
and new cables new plugs and plug caps and
new fuel hoses. It had mismatched modern mini
indicators so I replaced them with some Lucas
type, which I think actually suit the bike well.
The battery was completely dead and was
replaced with a nice new one, and some bodged
wiring sorted out.

Richard Lowry

My next mod is to replace the birds nest type oil
bath air filter with a modern paper element from
Ural Zentrale, this fits into the existing air box so
keeps the original look.
The previous owner had powder coated the
frame, but had not done all the brackets etc, so I
intend finishing all of those. Then probably
getting the fuel tank blasted and repainted. I am
still trying to decide on a colour ! Then later I will
tackle the Wheels, and get them respoked. For
the moment I intend giving it some use for the
summer.
I am from Pembrokeshire in West Wales, I am
47 years old, I work at Swansea university and
have a background in mechanical engineering.
I also served in the Army Reserve for quite a few
years, as a REME Armourer. And also enjoyed
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Steve
Jones
Steve phoned me
about what to do
about his Jupiter
eternally running
rich and I asked
him to send us a
picture. He sent
the lovely Dnepr
right, one of three
Russians he owns.
We might get to
see the others
later.
In the interests of
public information
I’ll tell you we
discussed fitting Viton O rings on our float valve
needles. If you weren't a club member but you
are now you can check out the magazine this
last came up in on the website, I hope. It works
for me. Back issue Sept/Oct 2015, page 14 is
us.
The part number of the killer fix is BS 002 V75
and they cost 50p each but you'll need a bag full
to meet minimum order requirements. This is a
good thing because they're easy to lose if you
drop them and anyone with a shed full of
Russian bikes needs a stock of spares.
would not mind you using some in HV if you
want to. Mick is a friend and like me is in many
clubs I think he is also a COC member as I have
seen his stuff in HV before.

Greenwood’s
Gallery
There was a good turnout at our Jacks Hill day
in May. John Denny was there. John told me a
newer Ural will be too expensive for his pension,
so he has fitted an electric starter to his Dnepr/
BMW. His friend and COC member were also
there. We have named him as 'Ural Pannier
Man' I counted 10 panniers on his outfit. Mick
Wadsworth was also in attendance but not on
his Ural. He came on his BMW Mystic fitted with
a Ural sidecar. A Guzzi engined 'Triking' 3
wheeler car won an award, they are made to
order in Norfolk. My Ural outfit is in the
foreground showing the long line up of sidecars.

Would you believe my son is a welder and welds
up the chassis for the current model Triking.
They’re no longer made by Tony Davey but
they’re still made locally here in Norfolk
somewhere and still Moto Guzzi powered.

These are not David’s photos this time, he
says……….But I am sure Mick Wadsworth
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Pictured at Jack’s Hill are
John Denny right, with the
wrong engine in his Dnepr,
Michael Wadsworth below,
with an entire wrong
motorcycle on his Ural, a
modern Ural proud of its
Soviet heritage below right
and oddly for a Greenwood
feature, a Dnepr with NO
sidecar!
The sandy Jawa might have
come all the way from the
Czech Republic but not to
Jack’s Hill. David said…
My last photo is of a sidecar
outfit which I cannot
identify. A friend sent the

photo to me
for
identification!
It says CZ
but is a left
hand fitted
sidecar. Note
the
unusual rear
lower sidecar
fitting.
What we
need here is
a sidecar
suspension
expert.
What’s going
on pictured
left then
Peter?

It appears to be flexible and is connected to the
rear suspension on the bike ! I wonder if it is
similar to the MZ design that had a torsion bar
connected between rear & sidecar wheels.
Although that design still had a ridged lower
connection to hold the weight of the sidecar onto
the bike. It seems odd to me unless someone
can explain it.
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David thought he’d like to share his dealings with
the RAC with us………………….

poor service at the roadside after a breakdown.
I have several vehicles but this trip I was on my
Ural combination.

I should like to draw your attention to the recent
drop in standards and poor customer service at
the RAC.

I got a rear wheel puncture. It was a massive
nail. The tyre was almost off the rim, tube & rim
tape hanging out and beyond repair. I managed
to get the bike off the road into a large lay-by.
You may know that Ural combo’s carry a spare
wheel, but due to my health issues & advancing
years I would be unable to change the wheel at
the roadside. I thought that’s no problem as the
RAC will come out and change it for me. After all
its not much of a job for a bloke with a van full of
tools. ‘Wrong’ as it did not happen ! Soon as I
phoned after explaining the problem she said “is
it a tube or tubeless tyre”. I said “tube“. “Okay ill
send recovery”. I replied “what about sending a
breakdown van”.
“Can’t do that wait for
recovery” and signed off. When she phoned
back I told her that “I have a spare wheel not just
a tyre but a SPARE WHEEL”. She went to
check but it made no difference. Recovery or
nothing.

I have been a continuous member since 1987
(29 years). I first joined them at a BMF rally
after hearing favourable reports that they were
much better than the opposition especially with
motorcycles. This was before any discount
arrangements with the BMF.
Over the years I have found them good on the
few times I have had to call on them. I would
generally agree that they were better with
motorcycles.
However at renewal time in May last year I
began to have difficulties and soon realised their
standards were dropping. They only gave me
very short notice that renewal was due. Then
took a large amount of money by direct debit.
They did not give me time to stop the payment !

On returning home I wrote in again to complain.
I received several phone calls. Saying things
like “if we had a trained person for that type of
repair we could have sent him”. “ We have to
consider health & safety working at the
roadside”. (I was off the road side and had told
them at the time).

I phoned to complain. I asked why was renewal
so expensive. They did not know who the BMF
were and nothing about their discount ! When
my membership card arrived the breakdown
phone number had changed from a free 0800
number to a chargeable 0333. However if you
wish to phone them to join up as a member then
it’s a free 0800 number !!

I was surprised as in previous call outs they
have always sent a breakdown van & tried to
repair before calling recovery. However their
new procedure is to look at a check list and tick
boxes, so if the box says ‘tube tyre’ then they
don’t come out (even if you have a spare wheel)!
Recovery or nothing even if you’re off the
roadside! The procedure they followed
previously was to send out a patrol to assess the
situation then take appropriate action, now it’s
just ticking boxes so be aware.

I wrote in to complain about all of the above. I
did get a small discount (but only due to my
complaining).
The new phone number is
obviously to cut their costs, but I was told that it
somehow helps me (still don’t get that) !
While this was going on I received junk mail
pushed through the door. Guess what it was a
discounted offer to join RAC and get almost all
the same benefits for just £55.00. It was for
NEW CUSTOMER ONLY ! Quite a bit lower
than the £117 in my renewal. Their reply to this
was “that lowering the cost to new customer’s
helps reduce costs that benefit existing
members”. Yes really, I suppose that is a
‘corporate statement’.
I think they actually
believe it ! Apparently new customers are more
important than keeping there existing long term
members!

I won’t be rejoining the RAC and I suggest you
all consider if its worthwhile. However I suppose
I could rejoin next year as a ‘New Customer’ and
save over 50% on membership fees, but as I’ve
lost faith in them I won’t be doing that! When
next years renewal arrived still no BMF discount
and a statement saying “We bring the workshop
to you”. Clearly not the truth !!
David Greenwood. Hedingham Sidecar Owners
Club. (And COC member!)

My next complaint was months later after very
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Horizontal View
wouldn’t be
complete these
days without the bi-monthly Voskhod progress
report. How’s it going John……………

an old
acquaintance
as I owned a
Voskhod 2 in
the 1970's.

My last
piece
finished
with the
bike ready
for an
MOT but
riding the
bike up
and down
the road
convinced
me the
brakes,
especially the front, were not up to MOT
standard so had both sets of brake shoes re
lined by 'Villiers Services'. Suitably equipped and
with insurance on the frame number it passed its
MOT without comment. Brake pass figures in the
85% region.

How does the
bike run? It
rides very
similar to my
old 'N' reg
Voskhod 2,
light steering and slightly wayward handling.
Wonder if its those 16 inch wheels and chunky
block tread tyres? Nothing dangerous, just odd. I
think they call it character. Its allegedly 14HP
and definitely nippier than the old Voskhod. With
its combination of electronic ignition and reed
valve induction it ticks over like an old 4 stroke
side valve. If its as reliable as my old Voskhod I
will be well satisfied. I ran it for 18 months and
two winters as my daily ride to work, 14 mile
round trip, and longer journeys at the week end
and it never let me down. I'm sure you have all
had a bike that for no explicable reason you
have every confidence in it, well mine was that. I
acquired two non running bikes as spares back
up but never needed them, selling all three for
£50 when I moved on to MZ's.

John Tickell

As the bike came with no NOVA I applied to
HMRC in Belfast, sending the dating and
valuation certificates supplied by Peter Ballard.
This can all be done with Emails and phone calls
and was completed quickly. Despite the bike
being imported into the UK in 1993 I still had to
pay £18 import duty and £60 VAT as I had no
written proof.

I realise these are in no way comparable to say
the equivalent Honda but the is a satisfaction in
running something quirky and at a recent VMCC
Sunday run there was quite a bit of interest,
(puzzlement?) in it. Right, it’s a nice day so will
go and burn some rubber…………..

V55/5 and all relevant paperwork sent off to
DVLA showing clearly the bikes VIN plate with
engine number, frame number and year of
manufacture. This was rejected as no proof of
link to factory records. Peter supplied copied
extracts from a Russian book, all in illegible
Russian of course, but that sufficed and a Reg
number and V5c were forthcoming. The moral is
don't under estimate the need for a NOVA on an
intended purchase or factor in the cost to obtain
one, and be prepared for the DVLA to be a little
pedantic.

Equivalent Honda? Now there’s an idea! Check
this out………….

I don't normally keep a check on how much
money I spend on motorcycles as it is a hobby
and expendable but for no real reason did with
this bike. The re lined brake shoes were £39 and
the NOVA £78 so my £300 purchase is topping
out at approx £580. Would I have bothered if I
had known in advance? Yes, as I am renewing

In 1953 the Japanese economy was recovering
from disaster at a breathtaking pace. To take
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part in it you’d have lusted after a Dream to ride
work, Honda’s first crack at a proper motorcycle.
This is the 4E version and this particular
example is comprehensively knackered and
beautiful for it. When I last looked it was for sale
at £4,500. It will be a tragedy if someone thinks
it’s worth that and restores it far beyond the
finish it left the factory with.

Regalia

The Stafford show is all
about buying things and
therefore it’s an ideal opportunity to sell. The
available assembled committee and Lovely
Hazel were called upon to model at the show
once again. Fancy any of this lot?

These are
normally on an
order only basis.
Regatta Dover Fleeced Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product Code: COCJ1. Waterproof, Windproof
hydrafort polyester fabric. Fully lined with
Thermo-guard insulation. Taped seams,
concealed hood and adjustable cuffs. 2 zipped
lower pockets. These jackets are very nice and
comfortable and come with the Star Logo on the
left breast as with other products. The club’s
web address (www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is
across the shoulders on the back. Colours: Only
in Black with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M
(40") - L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")
Hooded Sweat Shirts £21.50

Full & Half Zip
Fleeces - £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester, unlined.
Comes with Silver
Club Logo or Star
Logo over the left
breast. These are
great for chilly
mornings on the
rally field. Normal
range of sizes:
Medium - Large Extra Large - XXL
& XXXL
Woolly Hats £8.50 The woolly
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hat is the knitted type and again with either club
logo. This is an essential bit of kit for any club
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
It must be said here that Comrade Carl’s sweat
shirt is a testament to the enduring quality of
COC merchandise although you haven’t been
able to buy one like that for a long time. Is it
collectable perhaps?
Baseball Caps - £9.00 Adjustable band at
back, supplied in Black or Blue. One size fits all,
choice of either the standard club logo or the
star logo.

T Shirts- £13.00 Phil and Gina at
regailia@cossackownersclub.co.uk or on 01780
720420 are the people to see about the current
availability of styles and
colours. Cloth badges, metal
pins and stickers are also
available. If we hadn’t run out
of space this issue I’d show
you those as well. They’re on
the club website and you don’t
need to be a member to look.
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Jason Andrews
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